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pdr
https://github.com/MillionConcepts/pdr

The [P]lanetary [D]ata [R]eader provides a single Python function — pdr.read([filename]) — to 
read planetary observational data into convenient Python data structures.

Associated data and metadata are available in standard Python data formats as attributes of 
the resulting data object, and can also be accessed using dict-like syntax.



Example:

It takes approx. half a second for pdr on a 
laptop to scrape the contents of >1800 
JUNO JEDI headers into an array.

pdr is fast!



A lot of data already works!

pdr will eventually support nearly 
all data held by the PDS or 
stored in PDS-compliant formats 
(including legacy formats).

We are happy to entertain 
requests to prioritize support for 
specific data sets, especially if 
they are of immediate use in 
research or mission support.



pdr-tests
https://github.com/MillionConcepts/pdr-tests

pdr-tests is the test suite for pdr

Primarily contains regression tests. See Kaufman et. al, LPSC (2022) for more information.

Tests need to be very fast to be useful. pdr-tests contains a fast, flexible data indexing / 
sub-indexing tool called ix.

ix solves the problem of identify and retrieving very specific subsets of a data corpus, based 
on attributes of the filenames and file paths.



Example:

Do you want all of the EDRs from JUNO JEDI?

(1) Generated a "manifest" (database) of all 
possible files.
(a) In this case, we have a manifest of 

everything held by the PDS Plasma 
node (in PLASM_FILE).

(2) Define the features of the files of 
interest.
(a) in the Plasma manifest
(b) has a TAB extension
(c) url contains JNO-J-JED and CDR
(d) label is detached

(3) Then type
python ix.py index juno_jedi edr





marslab
https://github.com/MillionConcepts/marslab

An eclectic collection of utilities for working with observational data of Mars, especially 
multispectral data from rovers. A lot of functionality not previously standardized in Python.

Includes:
(1) Implementations of spectral image and band parameter operations (e.g. band depth, 

decorrelation stretch, debayering).
(2) Implementations for photometric ROI extraction, including proper handling of bayer 

filters and masks.
(3) Mission-specific metadata and filename parsing.
(4) Support for Mars local true solar time.
(5) bandset data object class, providing an OO approach to multispectral image analysis.



Example: ~2 seconds to generate a DCS, band minimum, and band ratio map for Clementine UVVIS.



multidex
https://github.com/MillionConcepts/multidex

The [Multi]spectral [D]ata [Ex]plorer is an in-browser GUI that enables fast, massively 
multi-dimensional exploration of spectral imaging data.

The backend and UI are almost trivially extensible to any multispectral imager. Currently in 
use on Mastcam, Mastcam-Z, and Chemcam. Also works with laboratory spectra. Will work 
for any data that can be represented in the marslab format.

multidex helps with both scientific (e.g. rapid tactical and long term strategic analysis) and 
engineering uses cases (e.g. calibration validation and anomaly investigation).







asdf
[code not yet publicly available]
[happy to discuss implementation details]

[a]rchive [s]pectral [d]ata [f]unctions generates rapid last-mile data reduction for 
multispectral imagers with nearly a keysmash:  asdf [path-to-data]

Generates a large number of derived representations of the data very quickly. Estimated five 
orders of magnitude better time-to-analysis compared to prior (highly manual) methods.

Backs up analyses immediately to archive-ready formats. Integrates tightly with Google 
Workspace ecosystem for collaboration. Makes extensive use of marslab and pdr. Outputs 
are compatible with multidex.

See Million et al., LPSC (2022) for more information.





VISOR
https://westernreflectancelab.com/visor/

[Vis]ible-[I]nfrared [S]pectral [O]bject [R]epository is a searchable catalog of compiled 
high-resolution VIS-IR laboratory reflectance spectra.

Point-and-click operations for basic band parameter operations.

Data can be convolved to mission bandpasses and exported into the marslab format.





killscreen
https://github.com/MillionConcepts/killscreen

An idiomatically Pythonic interface to cloud data processing resources. Fits neatly within 
Python data science workflows (e.g. Jupyter notebooks).

From a blank Python session, launching an arbitrarily large cluster is ~5 lines of code.



Example:

Killscreen managing a cluster of EC2 instances to recalibrate the ~2Tb data corpus from the 
Galaxy Evolution Explorer (GALEX) mission.



Warning:

killscreen has no safety switch!

Make sure that you know what you're doing 
and how much it will cost.
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